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You want to watch Harry Potter movies, respectively? In this piece we will explain exactly how you do it. Before comic book superheroes and Star Wars outseed the box office, Harry Potter was the biggest cinematic series around. J.K. Rowling's astonishingly successful novels, the story of a boy witch who avenges the death of her parents by coming face-to-face with their killer Lord Voldemort, have
dominated reading lists of all generations. The Harry Potter films with Harry Potter in 2011 and Halloween Die: Part 2, though not finished. Rowling has also returned to his world's wizarding past, the script's 20s series Fantastic Beasts prequel films that introduced an early version of Albus Dumbledore, and his former friend/arch enemy Gellert Grindelwald. Production in the third fantastic beasts film means
the start of this year. That means there are 10 films stuck in the Harry Potter universe, during seven decades of magical history. But how do they all fit together? And what's the best recipe for watching Harry Potter movies? You are in this guide to all the wonderful Harry Potter movies and how to watch them (if you are in the US, they are free to stream on peacock services by the end of October 2020). It
works like an charm... Harry Potter films in a timely order (Image credit: Warner Bros)Before you enjoy harry potter films in a timely order, it's worth knowing there are three wonderful prequel beasts movies planned there. We know that the series will end with a duel between Albus Dumbledore and the former BFF converted nemesis Gellert Grindelwald in 1945, but everything in between is now a mystery.
Below, we decided to include just everything related to Harry Potter that might be watched now - including stage play, Cursed Child. Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them (set in 1926)Fantastic Beasts: Grindelwald Crimes (set in 1927)Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (set in 1991-92) Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (set in 1992-93)Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (set in 1992-
94)Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (set in 1994) Harry Potter and the Order of the Order of the Phoenix (set in 1995-96) Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince (set in 1996-97) Harry Potter and Halloween Death: Part 1 (1997-98 series) Harry Potter and Halloween Death: Part 2 (series 1997-98) Harry Potter and the Cursed Child (2017-present) , stage play)Today's best J.K. Rowling Harry Potter and
The Cursed Child dealsHarry Potter and the Cursed... Note that outside the United States, Harry Potter and the Wizard's Stone are known as Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. Aside from the occasional flashback, hogwarts series films in the series follow a simple linear structure - much thanks to Rowling's decision to use the British school calendar as a framework for her narrative. That means
each of the seven books in the Potter series focuses on a different school year (running from September to August), In 1991, when Harry was 11 years old. (While the films were made in the 00s, and anna features casual cronyism such as twenty-first-century mobile phones or music, it's likely that they're looking for the same carefully crafted timeline as Rowling's books - putting on Harry Potter films about
70 years after their Fantastic Beasts counterparts.) And the harry potter story continues into the future - though not on screen - thanks to the stage hit play Harry Potter and the Cursed Child. The story, in 2017, takes death from Harry Potter and Halloween during epiloge, and features Harry, Hermione and Ron, now grown up and their kids. The Harry Potter movie release order (Image Credit: Warner
Bros)has no complex interweaving timeline to deal with if you watch potter movies in order of release dates - it's two distinct series, with an (as yet) flawed set of prequels following from the parent franchise. That means no need to introduce any kind of 'Machete order' - yet - though if we have some massive revelations in Fantastic Beasts 3, 4 and 5, that might change. Fantastic Beasts 3 began shooting in
early 2020, ahead of the 2021 release. It's also interesting to note that there are more Harry Potter films than in the book, with The Seventh Talesh halloween dying divided into two parts (the trick repeated by Twilight and the Hunger Games) because there's so much story to fit in. We're sure the extra box office didn't hurt... Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix (2007)Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix (2007)Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (2009)Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1 (2010)Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 (2011)Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them (2016)Fantastic Beasts : Grindelwald Crimes (2018)Fantastic Beasts 3 (2021)How to watch Harry Potter movies online in the US, eight Harry Potter films are available for free on Peacock Streaming
until the end of October 2020.In UK, eight Harry Potter films are available on Sky and now TV. Today's Best Sky Now TV Sky Cinema Pass Deals Christ'Mas by Michael O'BrienThe Full Harry Potter Series is also easy to buy in Blu-ray.Today's Best Blue Ray Harry Potter: Full 8 Movie Series Deals Harry Potter Movie Ranked (Image Credit: Warner Bros)As with Harry Potter books, comments on which
entries in the series are best super diverse and subjective. In fact, the ratings of Harry Potter films by their IMDb user scores show remarkable consistency in fan response, with all eight clustered queries between 7.4 and 8.1 out of 10. Two fantastic beasts films are remarkably the least loved entries in the wizarding world, a fact perhaps reflected by the drop of the second film at the box office. The most
successful of the two, fantastic beasts and where to find them, made more money Only one of potter's films (Prisoner azkaban), but seeing it as 12 years of swelling alongside it, it's debatable whether it actually outstood the previous film. Today's Best Blu-ray Harry Potter: Full 8 Movie Series Deals So, you'd love to read, and you consider yourself a serious book lover. You have piles of books stacked
across your room, your favorite places in the world of bookstores and libraries, you can't just choose a favorite book. You like books, but somehow you've managed to stay away from a very famous series of books: you've never read Harry Potter before. Maybe you weren't in it when you were a kid, or maybe you were reading things, maybe you'd like to never read the series, because it makes you rare like
a unicorn. Why ruin that now? You think. Or maybe you simply feel it's too late to read books, so you might as well just keep reading other things. I came here to tell you that it's never too late to read Harry Potter because the magic of that childhood has been so long past this book that everyone, of all ages can read and enjoy. I believe every reader should finish the Harry Potter series at least once in their
life - here are seven reasons why:1. This Chiastic sketch structure of Harry Potter books is actually a xiaic - or symmetrical - plot structure. This image describes how the events that happen in the first book are mirrored in the seventh, the sixth second mirror and the like. It's a literary technique that goes all the way to Odyssey and Ilyad.2. It References Many Other Works Of LiteratureBook-lovers will notice
references to many other works of literature in the series, and Harry Potter has been compared to everything from mythology and folklore to The Sword in the Stone and Wuthering Heights .3. A lot of people have read it so you have more opportunities to talk about BooksThe fact is, a lot of people have read Harry Potter. If you read it, suddenly you'll have more opportunities to talk about books, because
even people who don't really like reading (however it's possible) have often read Harry Potter. So, if you love talking about books, you can give yourself a better chance of doing so – even if you're not into the series, you're probably going to have a lively argument with the HP.4 fan. This is a smooth Harry Potter ReadSince children's series, it's very easy to read. The writing is clear and fun and doesn't take
long to burn right through the series.5 WonderfulIf audiobooks you fan audiobooks, you definitely need to listen to Harry Potter, because the audiobooks are so amazing. Jim Dale reads the American version, and Stephen Fry reads the British version. They are both spectacular, so even if you don't get into the series, you will be when you let your magical sound draw you in .6. There are more Harry Potter
world projects coming outHarry Not all: There are many more Harry Potter-inspired projects coming out. From cursed baby to fantastic beasts and where to find them into new interactive books, this is a series that just keeps expanding. You can completely enjoy the world, too, when you read the original series.7. Is this really magical the real reason every reader should read Harry Potter? its magical and you
fall in love with him . Always. (And you finally understand that reference!) Pictures: Gifi (7) (7)
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